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  Landscape - 2020

  Beyond the Standard Model

  Narrow States

  Outlook and Opportunities



 Existing facilities:

• LHC with luminosity or energy upgrade

• ILC - with potential upgrades

 Options: 

• lepton collider in multi Tev range.                        
CLIC or Muon collider                                            
- Energy,  Luminosity,  Polarization?  

• hadron collider in hundred TeV range                
VLHC  

Landscape for 2020
Energy Frontier Facilities 
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Comparison of Muon Collider and CLIC
(same √s and L )

• Present theoretical studies of physics potential of multi-TeV 
muon colliders are inadequate.  

• For many processes the cross sections are essentially the 
same as for CLIC.

• For scalars (eg h, A, H) with fermion mass dependent 
couplings, the muon collider has advantage of s-channel 
single production.

• Especially for SUSY options,  lepton beam polarization is 
useful.

• For muon collider, the effects of muon decay backgrounds 
and required angular cuts needs detailed study.
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 All data consistent with Standard Model - but:

 incomplete
• dark matter
• neutrino masses and mixing
‣ new fields       or new interactions                 (seesaw)

• baryon asymmetry 
‣ more CP violation

 experimental hints
• higgs mass
• muon (g-2) 
 theoretical questions

• origin of mass: 
‣ naturalness and higgs

• gauge unification:  
‣ new interactions

• gravity: strings and ED 

Today
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Figure 8: Here the running of the couplings in the SM (left) and MSSM (right) is shown. In the MSSM unification
is possible due to threshold corrections of supersymmetric particles.

5 Gauge unification and the strong coupling constant

In this section we reconsider the determination of the coupling constants from the electroweak fit and
compare it with the coupling constants needed for unification. The gauge couplings in the MS scheme
determining unification can be written as:

!1 = (5/3)!MS/ cos2 "MS
W ,

!2 = !MS/ sin "MS
W ,

!3 = !MS
s ,

In the MSSM gauge unification can be reached in contrast to the SM (see Fig. 8). Instead of a common
SUSY mass scale we use a more sophisticated mass spectrum [6]-[8]. The high energy mSUGRA parameters
determine the low energy masses and couplings via RGEs. The running of the masses is shown in Fig. 9
for low and high values of tan #. The supersymmetric particles contribute to the running of the gauge
couplings at energies above their masses as shown in Fig. 10. The mass scale of SUSY particles and the
unification scale MGUT, which yields perfect unification is dependent on the low energy values of the gauge
couplings (see Fig. 11).

How good the gauge couplings can be unified at high energies depends on the experimental low energy
values of them. We use the fine structure constant !(MZ) = 1/127.953(49) [30]. The other ingredients at
MZ , the electroweak mixing angle sin2 "W and the strong coupling constant !s, are best determined from
the electroweak precision data of the MZ line shape at LEP and SLC. Unfortunately the sin2 "W data
disagree by about 3 $. Clearly, the SLC value yields a Higgs mass, which is below the present Higgs limit
of 114.6 GeV, but the average value is consistent with it (see Fig. 2).

In addition, the strong coupling constant depends on the observables used in the fit: if only MZ , !tot

and $0
had are used, a value of !s = 0.115(4) is found as shown in Tab. 4, while the ratio Rl of the hadronic

and leptonic partial widths of the Z0 boson yields a higher value !s = 0.123(4). Another quantity, which
has been calculated up to O(!3

s) is the ratio of hadronic and leptonic widths of the % lepton, R! , which
yields a value close to the value from Rl: !s = 0.121(3).

11
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Standard Model Cross Sections

For √s < 500 GeV muon 
collider

• threshold regions:

• top pairs 

• electroweak boson pairs 

• Zh production

• s-channel Higgs production:

• coupling ∝ mass 

• narrow state   

!mµ

me

"2
= 4.28! 10 4
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m(h) = 110 GeV : ! = 2.8 MeV

m(h) = 120 GeV : ! = 3.6 MeV

m(h) = 130 GeV : ! = 5.0 MeV

m(h) = 140 GeV : ! = 8.1 MeV

m(h) = 150 GeV : ! = 17 MeV

m(h) = 160 GeV : ! = 72 MeV



For √s > 500 GeV    
muon collider

• Above SM thresholds:

• R essentially flat:  

µ+µ!(20o cut) = 100

W+W! = 19.8

!! = 3.77

Z! = 3.32

tt̄ = 1.86

bb̄ = 1.28

e+e! = 1.13

ZZ = 0.75

Zh(120) = 0.124

R at √s = 3 TeV

O(αem
2)  O(αs0)  
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Luminosity requirements:

one unit of R:

Luminosity per year

L = 1034 cm!2sec!1

! 100 fb!1year!1

!
s = 1.5 TeV

3860 events/unit of R

!QED(µ+µ! ! e+e!) =
4"#2

3s
=

86.8 fb

s(TeV2)

1 ab!1

10 fb!1

100 fb!1
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510 K events per year
Processes with R ≥ 0.01 

can be studied



SM

LHC
ILC

SM extensions SUSY New Dynamics Extra 
Dimensionstwo Higgs doublets

Higgs triplets  
Higgs singlets

new weak gauge 
interactions

new fermions
...

SUGRA, gauge or 
anomaly mediated

MSSM, NMSSM, 
Split SUSY

R parity violation? 

SUSY breaking?
...

Technicolor, ETC, 
walking TC

topcolor

little Higgs models

compositeness

...

Gravity

Randall-Sundrum

Universal ED

KK modes?

...

Landscape for 2020
Theoretical Physics 
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• Higgs boson couplings SM?

• Scalar interaction coupling SM?

• Any additional scalars?   EW doublets, 
triplets or singlets ?

• More fermions?

• Addition gauge interactions ?

• Where’s the next scale?  GUT?

SM and Extensions

    Theoretical issues 
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Studying the SM Higgs boson: 

• Higgs coupling proportional to fermion mass

• Various processes available:

‣ s-channel direct production:  h (√s = mh)  

‣ associated production:  Zh (see figure)

‣ R ~ 0.12

‣ search for invisible h decays  

‣ Higgsstrahlung:  t t h 

‣ R ~ 0.01 

‣ measure top coupling 

‣ W*W* fusion :  νμνμ h (see figure)

‣ R ~ 1.1 s ln(s)  (s in TeV2) (mh =120 GeV)

‣ study some rare decay modes

‣ measure Higgs self coupling
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Results are given for the cases: hSM , h0 with tan ! = 10, and h0 with tan! = 20. All

channels X are summed over.

Figure 7: The e!ective cross section, !h, obtained after convoluting !h with

the Gaussian distributions for R = 0.01%, R = 0.06%, and R = 0.1%, is

plotted as a function of
!

s taking mh = 110 GeV. Results are displayed

in the cases: hSM , h0 with tan " = 10, and h0 with tan " = 20. In the

MSSM h0 cases, two-loop/RGE-improved radiative corrections have been

included for Higgs masses, mixing angles, and self-couplings assuming m!t =

1 TeV and neglecting squark mixing. The e!ects of bremsstrahlung are not

included in this figure.

In the case where the Higgs width is much smaller than the Gaussian width "!
s,

the e!ective signal cross section result for
!

s = mh, denoted by "h, is

"h =
2#2"(h " µµ) BF (h " X)

m2
h

#
1

"!
s

!
2#

("tot
h $ "!

s) . (9)

Henceforth, we adopt the shorthand notation

G(X) = "(H " µµ) BF (h " X) (10)
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Figure 6: s-channel diagram for production of a Higgs boson.

combined without any increase in the luminosity required for discovery and width

measurement.

The Feynman diagram for s-channel Higgs production is illustrated in Fig. 6. The

s-channel Higgs resonance cross section is

!h(
!

ŝ) =
4"!(h " µµ) !(h " X)

(ŝ # m2
h)

2 + m2
h[!

tot
h ]2

, (7)

where ŝ = (pµ+ + pµ!)2 is the c. m. energy squared of a given µ+µ! annihilation,

X denotes a final state and !tot
h is the total width." The sharpness of the resonance

peak is determined by !tot
h . Neglecting bremsstrahlung for the moment, the e"ective

signal cross section is obtained by convoluting !h(ŝ) with the Gaussian distribution

in
!

ŝ centered at
!

ŝ =
!

s:

!h(
!

s) =
!

!h(
!

ŝ)
exp

"
#(

!
ŝ #

!
s)2

#
(2!2#

s)
$

!
2"!#

s

d
!

ŝ . (8)

Figure 7 illustrates the e"ective cross section, !h(
!

s), as a function of
!

s for mh =

110 GeV and beam energy resolutions of R = 0.01%, R = 0.06%, and R = 0.1%.
!E!ects arising from implementing an energy-dependent generalization of the mh"tot

h
denomina-

tor component of this simple resonance form are of negligible importance for our studies, especially

for a Higgs boson with "tot
h

$ mh.
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Results are given for the cases: hSM , h0 with tan ! = 10, and h0 with tan! = 20. All

channels X are summed over.

Figure 7: The e!ective cross section, !h, obtained after convoluting !h with

the Gaussian distributions for R = 0.01%, R = 0.06%, and R = 0.1%, is

plotted as a function of
!

s taking mh = 110 GeV. Results are displayed

in the cases: hSM , h0 with tan " = 10, and h0 with tan " = 20. In the

MSSM h0 cases, two-loop/RGE-improved radiative corrections have been

included for Higgs masses, mixing angles, and self-couplings assuming m!t =

1 TeV and neglecting squark mixing. The e!ects of bremsstrahlung are not

included in this figure.

In the case where the Higgs width is much smaller than the Gaussian width "!
s,

the e!ective signal cross section result for
!

s = mh, denoted by "h, is

"h =
2#2"(h " µµ) BF (h " X)

m2
h

#
1

"!
s

!
2#

("tot
h $ "!

s) . (9)

Henceforth, we adopt the shorthand notation

G(X) = "(H " µµ) BF (h " X) (10)
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for the numerator of Eq. (9). The increase of !h(
!

s = mh) with decreasing !!
s when

!tot
h " !!

s is apparent from the hSM curves of Fig. 7. In the other extreme where

the Higgs width is much broader than !!
s , then at

!
s = mh we obtain

!h =
4"BF (h # µµ)BF (h # X)

m2
h

(!tot
h $ !!

s) . (11)

Note that this equation implies that if there is a large contribution to the Higgs width

from some channel other than µµ, we will get a correspondingly smaller total event

rate due to the small size of BF (h # µµ). That !h(
!

s = mh) is independent of

the value of !!
s when !tot

h $ !!
s is illustrated by the tan# = 20 curves for the h0

in Fig. 7. Raw signal rates (i.e. before applying cuts and including other e"ciency

factors) are computed by multiplying !h by the total integrated luminosity L.

The basic results of Eqs. (9) and (11) are modified by the e#ects of photon

bremsstrahlung from the colliding muon beams. In the case of a narrow Higgs bo-

son, the primary modification for
!

s = mh is due to the fact that not all of the

integrated luminosity remains in the central Gaussian peak. These modifications

are discussed in Appendix A; to a good approximation, the resulting signal rate is

obtained by multiplying !h of Eq. (9) by the total luminosity L times the fraction

f of the peak luminosity in the Gaussian after including bremsstrahlung relative to

that before (typically f % 0.6). For a broad Higgs resonance, the lower energy tail

in the luminosity distribution due to bremsstrahlung makes some contribution as

well. In the results to follow, we avoid any approximation and numerically convolute

the full e#ective luminosity distribution (including bremsstrahlung) with the Higgs

cross section of Eq. (7). In performing this convolution, we require that the e#ective

µ+µ" c.m. energy be within 10 GeV of the nominal value. Such a requirement can

be implemented by reconstructing the mass of the final state as seen in the detector;

planned detectors would have the necessary resolution to impose the above fairly loose

limit. This invariant mass selection is imposed in order to reduce continuum (non-

resonant) backgrounds that would otherwise accumulate from the entire low-energy

bremsstrahlung tail of the luminosity distribution.

As is apparent from Fig. 7, discovery and study of a Higgs boson with a very

narrow width at the µ+µ" collider will require that the machine energy
!

s be within

!!
s of mh. The amount of scanning required to find the correct

!
s depends upon

R. From Fig. 7 it is apparent that the larger R is, the less the accuracy with which

the machine energy needs to be set at each scan point and the fewer the number of
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each beam is expected to be a good approximation, with an rms deviation, R, most

naturally in the range [22]

R = 0.04% to 0.08%

which could be decreased to as low as

R = 0.01%

via additional cooling. Excellent energy resolution is mandatory to detect and study

a Higgs boson with a very narrow width, which is the case for the hSM with mhSM

<!
2mW and the lightest MSSM Higgs boson. The large value of the muon mass com-

pared to the electron mass makes possible the required energy resolution in three

ways:

i) it is possible (albeit, probably expensive) to achieve R = 0.01%;

ii) bremsstrahlung smearing, while non-negligible, leaves a large portion of the

narrow central Gaussian beam energy peak intact.

iii) designs with small beamstrahlung are naturally achieved;

Henceforth, we neglect beamstrahlung since quantitative calculations of this are un-

available.

The rms spread in
"

s (denoted by !!
s) prior to including bremsstrahlung is given

by

!!
s = R

"
s/
"

2 , (5)

where R is the resolution in the energy of each beam. A convenient formula for !!
s

is

!!
s = (7 MeV)

!
R

0.01%

" # "
s

100 GeV

$

. (6)

The critical issue is how this resolution compares to the calculated total widths of

Higgs bosons when
"

s = mh. For R <! 0.01%, the energy resolution in Eq. (6) is

smaller than the Higgs widths in Fig. 3 for all but a light SM-like Higgs. We shall

demonstrate that the smallest possible R allows the best measurement of a narrow

Higgs width, and that the total luminosity required for discovery by energy scanning

when !tot
h

<! !!
s is minimized by employing the smallest possible R. For a Higgs

boson with width larger than !!
s, results from a fine scan with small R can be

11

Fine energy resolution (∆E/E) is 
possible for muon colliders 

Measuring SM Higgs width directly
requires:  ∆E/E < 0.002% with an 

integrated lumonisity > 2 pb-1
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Higgs reconstruction - ZH (CLIC) 

m(h) = 200 GeVm(h) = 120 GeV
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FIGURE 6. Pair production of heavy Higgs bosons at a high energy lepton collider. For

comparison, cross sections for the lightest Higgs boson production via the Bjorken process

µ+µ! ! Z" ! Zh0 and via the WW fusion process are also presented.

IV ADVANTAGES/NECESSITY OF A HIGH ENERGY
MUON COLLIDER

A compelling case for building a 4 TeV NMC exists for both the weakly or
strongly interacting electroweak symmetry breaking scenarios.

A Weakly interacting scenario7

Supersymmetry has many scalar particles (sleptons, squarks, Higgs bosons).
Some or possibly many of these scalars may have TeV-scale masses. Since spin-0
pair production is p-wave suppressed at lepton colliders, energies well above the
thresholds are necessary for su!cient production rates; see Fig. 7. Moreover, the
single production mechanisms at lepton colliders and the excellent initial state en-
ergy resolution are advantageous in reconstructing sparticle mass spectra from their
complex cascade decays.

B Strongly interacting electroweak scenarios (SEWS)8

If no Higgs boson exists with mh < 600 GeV, then partial wave unitarity of
WW ! WW scattering requires that the scattering be strong at the 1–2 TeV
energy scale. The WW ! WW scattering amplitude is
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resulting spectrum of physical Higgs fields includes three neutral Higgs bosons, the

CP-even h0 and H0 and the CP-odd A0. At tree-level the entire Higgs sector is

completely determined by choosing values for the parameters tan! = v2/v1 (where

v2 and v1 are the vacuum expectation values of the neutral members of the Higgs

doublets responsible for up-type and down-type fermion masses, respectively) and

mA0 (the mass of the CP-odd A0). For a summary, see Refs. [1,2].

In the MSSM there is a theoretical upper bound on the mass of the lightest

state h0 [3,4] which is approached at large mA0 and large tan!. After including

two-loop/RGE-improved radiative corrections [5,6] the bound depends upon the top

quark (t) and top squark (!t) masses and upon parameters associated with squark

mixing. Assuming mt = 175 GeV and m!t
<! 1 TeV, the maximal mass is

mmax
h0 ! 113 to 130 GeV , (1)

depending upon the amount of squark mixing. The 113 GeV value is obtained in

the absence of squark mixing. Figure 1 illustrates the mass of the h0 versus the

parameter tan ! for mA0 = 100, 200 and 1000 GeV. Mass contours for the MSSM

Higgs bosons are illustrated in Fig. 2 in the conventional mA0 , tan! parameter plane.

Both these figures include two-loop/RGE-improved radiative corrections to the Higgs

masses computed for mt = 175 GeV, m!t = 1 TeV and neglecting squark mixing.

The Higgs sector of the MSSM can be extended to include extra singlet fields

without a!ecting any of its attractive features. A general supersymmetric model

bound of

mh0
<! 130 ! 150 GeV (2)

applies for such non-minimal extensions of the MSSM, assuming a perturbative renor-

malization group (RGE) evolved grand unified theory (GUT) framework.

The couplings of the MSSM Higgs bosons to fermions and vector bosons are

generally proportional to the couplings of the SM Higgs boson, with the constant

of proportionality being determined by the angle ! (from tan !) and the mixing angle

" between the neutral Higgs states (" is determined by mA0 , tan !, mt, m!t, and the

amount of stop mixing). Those couplings of interest in this report are [7]

µ+µ!, bb tt ZZ, W+W! ZA0

h0 " sin "/ cos! cos "/ sin ! sin(! " ") cos(! " ")

H0 cos "/ cos ! sin "/ sin! cos(! " ") " sin(! " ")

A0 "i#5 tan ! "i#5/ tan! 0 0

(3)

2

Two Higgs doublets (MSSM)

• decoupling limit  mA0  >> mZ0 : 

• h couplings close to SM values

• H0, H± and A0 nearly degenerate in mass

• H0  small couplings to  VV,  large couplings to ZA0

• For large tanβ, H0 and A0 couplings to charged leptons and 
bottom quarks enhanced by tanβ. Couplings to top quarks 
suppressed by 1/tanβ factor.  
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• good energy resolution is needed 
for H0 and A0 studies: 

• for s-channel production of H0 :             
Γ/M ≈ 1%  at tanβ = 20.  

• nearby in mass need good energy 
resolution to separate H and A 

• can use bremsstrahlung tail to see 
states using bb decay mode
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GeV to to 0.4 GeV, see Eq. (6). Thus, Figs. 3 and 20 indicate that the H0 and A0

widths are likely to be somewhat larger than this resolution in
!

s. For R = 0.01%,

this is always the dominant situation.

Figure 20: Contours of H0 and A0 total widths (in GeV) in the (mA0 , tan !)

parameter space. We have taken mt = 175 GeV and included two-

loop/RGE-improved radiative corrections using m!t = 1 TeV and neglecting

squark mixing. SUSY decay channels are assumed to be absent.

When the
!

s resolution is smaller than the Higgs width, then Eq. (7), with
!

s " mh shows that the cross section will behave as the product of the µµ and final

state branching fractions. For low to moderate tan! values, BF (H0, A0 # µµ) and

BF (H0, A0 # bb) grow with increasing tan !, while BF (H0, A0 # tt) falls slowly.

Thus, the number of H0 and A0 events in both the bb and tt channels increases with

increasing tan !. It is this growth with tan! that makes H0, A0 discovery possible for

relatively modest values of tan! larger than 1. For higher tan! values, the µµ and bb

branching fractions asymptote to constant values, while that for tt falls as 1/(tan!)4.

Thus, observability in the tt channel does not survive to large tan ! values.

46
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The second way is to find the other heavier MSSM Higgs bosons. At the LHC
there are some regions of tan ! vs. mA where only the lightest MSSM Higgs boson
can be discovered. In the larger mA limit of many supergravity models, the masses
of H0, A0, and H± are approximately degenerate and h looks increasingly like hSM

in its properties. There are 3 possible H0, A0 search techniques at muon colliders:

1. Scan for s-channel Higgs

With Ltotal = 50 fb!1 the H0, A0 discovery prospects are robust for 250 GeV !
mH0,A0 <"

#
s and tan ! >" 3. Overlapping H0, A0 resonances can be separated

by the scan; see Fig. 4. The H0, A0 widths (! " 0.1 to 0.6 GeV) are larger
than resolution and can be measured by the scan.

FIGURE 4. Plot of bb final state event rate as a function of
#

s for mA0 = 350 GeV, in the

cases tan ! = 5 and 10, resulting from the H0, A0 resonances and the bb continuum background.

We have taken L = 0.01 fb!1 (at any given
#

s), e!ciency " = 0.5, mt = 175 GeV, and included

two-loop/RGE-improved radiative corrections to Higgs masses, mixing angles and self-couplings

using m!t = 1 TeV and neglecting squark mixing. SUSY decays are assumed to be absent. Curves

are given for two resolution choices: R = 0.01% and R = 0.06%

2. Bremsstrahlung tail

When the muon collider is run at full energy, s-channel production of H0, A0

will result from the luminosity in the bremsstrahlung tail; see Fig. 5. This
production is competitive with the scan search for tan! >" 5–7 and invariant
mass resolution "Mbb̄ = ±5 GeV.

3. HA, H+H+ pair production
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FIGURE 5. Taking
!

s = 500 GeV, integrated luminosity L = 50 fb!1, and R = 0.1%, we

consider the bb final state and plot the number of events in the interval [mbb"5 GeV, mbb+5 GeV],

as a function of the location of the central m
bb

value, resulting from the low
!

ŝ bremsstrahlung

tail of the luminosity distribution. MSSM Higgs boson H0 and A0 resonances are present for

the parameter choices of mA0 = 120, 300 and 480 GeV, with tan! = 5 and 20 in each case.

Enhancements for mA0 = 120, 300 and 480 GeV are visible for tan! = 20; tan! = 5 yields

visible enhancements only for mA0 = 300 and 480 GeV. Two-loop/RGE-improved radiative

corrections are included, taking mt = 175 GeV, m!t = 1 TeV and neglecting squark mixing.

SUSY decay channels are assumed to be absent.

At the NMC (4 TeV) the discovery a very heavy Higgs boson is feasible via
the the processes µ+µ! # Z" # HA, H+H+. Cross sections are illustrated in
Fig. 6. Once discovery is made, special storage rings can be constructed with
c.m. energy

!
s $ mA, mH to measure the Higgs widths and partial widths.

Note that at the NMC the large event rates for production of the light Higgs boson
may allow measurement of rare decay modes there, e.g. h # !!.
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Muon collider will allow detailed study.
 high luminosity

Other extensions of the standard model 
New fermions and gauge bosons   

ATLAS study  LHC  [hep-ph/0402037]

Littlest Higgs model - 
charge (2/3) quark T (EW singlet),  
new W, Z,  and A gauge bosons, 

Higgs triplet 

  T observable for m(T) <  2.5 TeV 
For W, Z, and A dependent on mixing 

parameters --> see figures

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2000 4000 6000

m(Z
H
) (GeV)

c
o
t!

Z
H
"ee   5 # reach for 300 fb

-1

ATLAS

Figure 8: Plot showing the accessible region (shaded) in the channel ZH ! e+e! as a function of
the mass and the mixing cot !".

11
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• What is the spectrum of superpartner masses? 
Dark matter candidates?

• Are all the couplings correct?

• What is the structure of flavor mixing interactions?

• Are there additional CP violating interactions?

• Is R parity violated?

• What is the mechanism of SUSY breaking?

• What is the mass scale at which SUSY is restored?

• ...

Supersymmetry

    Theoretical issues 
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These post-LEP benchmark scenarios have recently been updated [8], so as to respect the improved

restrictions on the relic density of cold dark matter particles imposed by the WMAP measurements [10].

We summarize below some features of the updates mandated by WMAP. In the subsequent discussion,

we use the updated post-WMAP benchmarks as far as possible, commenting on differences from the

original set when necessary.

1.1. Benchmark Points

Details of the experimental constraints imposed on the CMSSM, the values of the parameters chosen as

benchmark points, their justifications and the resulting sparticle spectra may be found in Refs. [8, 9].

Figure 5.2 displays most of the proposed CMSSM benchmark points, superimposed on the regions

of the (m1/2,m0) plane allowed by laboratory limits, particularly that from LEP on mh, from b ! s!,
and cosmology. The original versions of the CMSSM benchmark points were chosen with a relic density

in the range 0.1 < !!h2 < 0.3 [9], but WMAP and previous data now prefer the more limited range

0.094< !!h2 < 0.129, corresponding to the narrow strips shown in Fig. 5.2. For most of the benchmark

points, a small reduction inm0 sufficed to relocate them on the WMAP strip for the corresponding value

of tan " [8]. However, in some cases, notably benchmarks H and M, more substantial changes in m0

and/or m1/2 were made in order to accommodate the new WMAP constraint. Later, where relevant for

specific sparticle analyses, we comment on the implications of these changes.
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Fig. 5.2: Overview of the updated proposed CMSSM benchmark points in the (m0, m1/2) planes, superposed on the strips

allowed by laboratory limits and the relic density constraint, for µ > 0 and tan ! = 5, 10, 20, 35, 50, and for µ < 0 and

tan ! = 10, 35 [8]

The lightest supersymmetric particle would be charged in the bottom right dark-shaded triangular

region, which is therefore excluded. The experimental constraints on mh and b ! s! exert pressures
from the left, which depend on the value of tan " and the sign of µ. The indication of a deviation from
the Standard Model in gµ"2 disfavours µ < 0 at the 2# level. Large values ofm0 andm1/2 for µ > 0 are
disfavoured at the 1# level, as indicated by darker shading on parts of the WMAP lines. The improved
WMAP constraint on the relic density has shrunk the previous ‘bulk’ region at low m0 and m1/2, and

narrowed and shortened the coannihilation ‘tails’ extending to largem1/2, which dominate Fig. 5.2. Not

shown is the ‘focus-point’ region at large m0 near the boundary of the region with proper electroweak

symmetry breaking, where two more benchmark points are located.
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Fig. 5.1: Examples of mass spectra of updated post-LEP benchmark points [8]. Sparticles that would be discovered at the LHC,

a 1-TeV LC and CLIC are shown as blue, green and red lines, respectively. The kinematic reaches of a 1-TeV LC and CLIC at

5 TeV are shown as dashed lines.

to make many such detailed measurements. Tunable energy and beam polarization will be powerful tools

to disentangle various production channels, enhance signals, and reduce background processes. Tunable

energy also allows for threshold scans, and polarization is vital to determine the quantum numbers, cou-

plings, and mixing angles. A high luminosity of 1 ab!1 per year is essential for precision measurements,

and even higher energy or luminosity may be necessary for some particularly difficult scenarios. A multi-

TeV e+e! linear collider such as CLIC will thus be the ideal machine to complete the measurements of
the LHC and a TeV-scale LC in order to fulfil the above tasks.

In the following, we discuss the potential of CLIC for studying heavy charginos, neutralinos,

sleptons, and squarks. To this end, we use for reference a specific set of benchmark points in the CMSSM,

a constrained version of the MSSM with universal soft SUSY-breaking parameters. We concentrate in

particular on sparticles with masses beyond the reach of the LHC and a TeV-scale LC. We also discuss

the determination of the underlying SUSY-breaking parameters and their extrapolation to the GUT scale,

in order to test unification and to clarify the nature of SUSY breaking.

1. Post-LEP Benchmarks and the CLIC Reach

Benchmark scenarios provide helpful aids for better understanding the complementarity of different ac-

celerators in the TeV energy range. A set of benchmark supersymmetric model parameters that are con-

sistent with the constraints from LEP and other experiments, as well as the cosmology relic density, have

been proposed in Ref. [9]. They were framed in the constrained version of the MSSM (CMSSM) with

universal soft symmetry-breaking scalar massesm0, gaugino massesm1/2 and trilinear supersymmetry-

breaking parameters A0 at a high input scale, as expected in a minimal supergravity (mSUGRA) model

of soft supersymmetry breaking. In this framework, the pseudoscalar Higgs mass mA and the Higgs

mixing parameter µ (up to a sign) can be derived from the other MSSM parameters by imposing the

electroweak vacuum conditions for any given value of tan !. Thus, given the set of input parameters
determined by m1/2,m0, A0, tan ! and sgn(µ), the entire spectrum of sparticles can be derived. For

simplicity, the analysis was restricted to A0 = 0.
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Fig. 1.1: Bar charts of the numbers of different sparticle species observable in a number of benchmark supersymmetric scenarios

at different colliders, including the LHC and linear e+e! colliders with various centre-of-mass energies. The benchmark

scenarios are ordered by their consistency with the most recent BNL measurement of gµ ! 2 and are compatible with the

WMAP data on cold dark matter density. We see that there are some scenarios where the LHC discovers only the lightest

neutral supersymmetric Higgs boson. Lower-energy linear e+e! colliders largely complement the LHC by discovering or

measuring better the lighter electroweakly-interacting sparticles. Detailed measurements of the squarks would, in many cases,

be possible only at CLIC.

of TeV-scale physics to require further study using a higher-energy e+e! collider. For example, if there
is a light Higgs boson, its properties will have been studied at the LHC and the first e+e! collider, but
one would wish to verify the mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking by measuring the Higgs

self-coupling associated with its effective potential, which would be done better at a higher-energy e+e!

collider. On the other hand, if the Higgs boson is relatively heavy, measurements of its properties at the

LHC or a lower-energy e+e! collider will quite possibly have been incomplete. As another example, if
Nature has chosen supersymmetry, it is quite likely that the LHC and the TeV-scale e+e! collider will
not have observed the complete sparticle spectrum, as seen in Fig. 1.1.
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A few benchmark points emerge as typical of situations that could arise in the future.

• Point C has very low masses, and is representative also of points A, B, D, G, I, L. In these cases, the
LHC would have discovered theH±, as well as seen the h0, and also the gauginos !̃0

1, !̃
0
2 and !̃±

1 ,

the charged sleptons, the squarks and the gluino. A 1-TeV linear collider would enable the detailed

study of the h0 and of the same gauginos and sleptons, and it might discover the missing gauginos

in some of the scenarios. However, one would require CLIC, perhaps running around 2 TeV, to

complete the particle spectrum by discovering and studying the heavy Higgses and the missing

gauginos. CLIC could also measure more precisely the squarks and in particular disentangle the

left- and right-handed states and, to some extent, the different light squark flavours.

• Point J features intermediate masses, much like point K. Here, the LHC would have discovered all
the Higgs bosons, the squarks and the gluino, but no gauginos or sleptons. The 1-TeV e+e! linear
collider would study in detail the h0 and could discover the ẽR, µ̃R and "̃1, but other sparticles

would remain beyond its kinematic reach. CLIC3000 could then study in detail the heavy Hig-

gses, as discussed in the previous chapter. It would also discover and study the gauginos and the

missing sleptons, and even observe in more detail a few of the lighter squarks that had already been

discovered at the LHC. However, to see the remaining squarks at a linear collider would require

CLIC to reach slightly more than 3 TeV.

• Point E has quite distinctive decay characteristics, due to the existence of heavy sleptons and
squarks. In this situation, the LHC would have discovered the h0, all squarks and the gluino. The

gauginos are in principle accessible, but their discovery may be made more difficult by their pre-

dominant decays into jets, contrary to the previous benchmark points, and sleptons would remain

unobserved. At a 1-TeV e+e! linear collider, the detailed study of the h0 and of the gauginos

could be undertaken. The discovery of the first slepton, actually a #̃e, could be made at CLIC3000,

which could also study the three lightest squarks. The discovery and analysis of the heavy Higgses

would then require the CLIC energy to reach about 3.5 TeV, which would also allow the discov-

ery of all sleptons and the observation of all squarks. A detailed analysis of the accuracy in the

determination of the smuon mass at
!

s = 3.8–4.2 TeV is presented later in this chapter.

• Point H has quite heavy states, as does scenario M. The LHC would only discover the h0, all other

states being beyond its reach, so the LHC might leave the existence of supersymmetry as an open

question! At point H, a 1-TeV linear collider would discover the lighter "̃ and the LSP !, but no
other sparticles. A 1-TeV linear collider would discover no sparticles at point M. However, CLIC

at 3 TeV would be able to discover most of the gauginos and sleptons. The CLIC sensitivity to the

smuon mass, using both a muon energy technique and a threshold scan, is discussed later. On the

other hand, to discover all the squarks, $+$! collisions in excess of 5 TeV would be needed. There
is currently no e+e! project aiming at such energies, and we recall that neutrino radiation would
become a hazard for a µ+µ! collider at such a high energy.

• Along the lines defined by the WMAP constraints, the reach in supersymmetric particles for a
given collider and the phenomenology of their decays change significantly. As we discuss later, the

CLIC reach for the dilepton decay signature of a heavier neutralino, !2 " $+$!! is significantly
greater than that of the LHC or a 1-TeV linear collider. Additionally, we have chosen a point at

m1/2 = 750 GeV and tan % = 10 to study the potential accuracy in the determination of the mass
of the sleptons and of the !̃0

2. This point is located at the limit of the sensitivity of the LHC and

of a 1-TeV linear collider for probing the heavy neutralinos and the slepton sectors, and represents

the limit of the coverage of the full supersymmetric spectrum at CLIC at 3 TeV.

• As in the case of a 1-TeV e+e! linear collider, a photon collider option for CLIC would extend
the discovery range for heavy Higgs bosons. Additionally, it would allow one to discover all four

Higgs bosons in scenarios E, H and M, for a 3-TeV collider, and also in F, for a 5-TeV collider.

The detection of heavier MSSM Higgs bosons at a CLIC-based && collider is discussed in more
detail in the previous section.
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other hand, to discover all the squarks, $+$! collisions in excess of 5 TeV would be needed. There
is currently no e+e! project aiming at such energies, and we recall that neutrino radiation would
become a hazard for a µ+µ! collider at such a high energy.
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• What is the spectrum of low-lying states?

• What is the ultraviolet completion? Gauge 
group?  Fermion representations?

• What is the energy scale of the new 
dynamics?

• Any new insight into quark and/or lepton 
flavor mixing and CP violation? 

• ...

New Strong Dynamics

    Theoretical issues 
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 Technicolor,  ETC,  Walking TC,  Topcolor, ...Like the standard Higgs boson, neutral technipions are expected to couple
to µ+µ! with a strength proportional to mµ. Compared to H0, however, this
coupling is enhanced by F!/FT = 1/ sin!. This makes the FMC energy reso-
lution well-matched to the "0

T width: !("0
T )/2#E ! 1 while !(H0)/2#E <" 1

Thus, the FMC is a technipion factory. Once a neutral technipion has been
found in $T or %T decays at a hadron collider, it should be relatively easy
to locate its precise position at the FMC. The cross sections for f̄f and gg
production are isotropic; near the resonance, they are given by

d&(µ+µ! # "0
T or"0 "

T # f̄ f)

dz
=

Nf

2"

!
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F 2
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,
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F 2
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)2 + s!2
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.

(8)

Here, z = cos (, where ( is the center-of-mass production angle. For parame-
ters as used below Eq. (1), the theoretical peak cross sections are &(µ+µ! #
"0

T # b̄b) = 1.4 nb, &(µ+µ! # "0 "
T # b̄b) = 0.80 nb, and &(µ+µ! # "0 "

T #
gg) = 0.25 nb. Angular cuts and b-detection e"ciencies will decrease these
rates.

In Fig. 1 we show the "0
T and "0 "

T # b̄b signals and ), Z0 background for
#E = 2 MeV and an integrated luminosity of only 25 pb!1. We have assumed
| cos (| < 0.95 and a single b-tag e"ciency of 50%. The peak cross sections
are 1.0 nb and 0.6 nb, respectively, over a background of 65 pb. Statistical
errors only are shown. It is obvious that the widths of these resonances can
be distinguished from one another. We have not considered the interesting
and likely possibility of "0

T –"0 "
T interference. Such interferences are examined

below for $T and %T . The process "0 "
T # gg, not shown here, has a signal to

(q̄q) background of 250/250 pb and can be used to determine which resonance
(or mixture) is being observed. Note that this channel will not show up in a
heavy-flavor tag. Furthermore, we do not expect a ŪU technipion to decay

6

Technipions:

Figure 1: Cross sections for µ+µ! ! !0
T ! b̄b (upper curve) and !0 "

T ! b̄b.
Statistical errors only are shown for a luminosity of 1 pb!1 per point. Cuts
and e!ciencies are described in the text. The solid lines are the theoretical
cross sections (perfect resolution).

to b̄b. We conclude that the FMC can carry out very precise studies of the
neutral !T unless they are nearly degenerate with the Z0.

A small nonzero isospin splitting between "0
T and #T would appear as

a dramatic interference in the µ+µ! ! f̄ f cross section provided the FMC
energy resolution is good enough. The cross section is calculated by using
the full $–Z0–"T –#T propagator matrix, "(s). With M2

V = M2
V " i

#
s#V (s)

for V = Z0, "T , #T , this matrix is the inverse of

"!1(s) =

!

"

"

"

#

s 0 "sf!"T
"sf!#T

0 s "M2
Z "sfZ"T

"sfZ#T

"sf!"T
"sfZ"T

s "M2
"T

0
"sf!#T

"sfZ#T
0 s "M2

#T

$

%

%

%

&

. (9)

Here, f!"T
= %, f!#T

= % (QU + QD), fZ"T
= % tan 2&W , and fZ#T

=

"% sin2 &W / sin 2&W (QU + QD), where % =
'

'/'"T
. The cross section is

7
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Technirhos:

Figure 2: Cross sections for µ+µ! ! !T , "T ! e+e! for M!T
= 210 GeV

and M"T
= 211 GeV (higher-peaked curve) and 209 GeV. Statistical errors

only are shown for resolutions and luminosities described in the text. The
solid lines are the theoretical cross sections (perfect resolution).

given in terms of matrix elements of ! by

d#(µ+µ! ! !0
T , "T ! f̄ifi)

dz
=

Nf$%2

8s

!

"

|DiLL|2 + |DiRR|2
#

(1 + z)2

+
"

|DiLR|2 + |DiRL|2
#

(1 " z)2

$

; (10)

where

Di##!(s) = s
%

QiQµ !$$(s) +
4

sin2 2&W

'i# 'µ#! !ZZ(s)

+
2

sin 2&W

&

'i#Qµ!Z$(s) + Qi'µ#!!$Z(s)
'(

.

(11)

8

Can have nearby vector 
resonances that interfere:

Would need the fine 
resolution to disentangle 

states

Common case with new strong dynamics 
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Angular cut not an issue
√s = 500 GeV

Contact Interaction
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apply, qualitatively, to a multi-TeV collider.
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Fig. 6.22: Limits on the scale ! of contact interactions for CLIC operating at 3 TeV (dashed histogram) compared with a 1 TeV

LC (filled histogram) for different models and the µ+µ! (left) and bb̄ (right) channels. The polarization of electrons P! is

taken to be 0.8 and that of positrons P+ = 0.6. For comparison, the upper bars in the right plot show the sensitivity achieved

without positron polarization. The influence of systematic uncertainties is also shown.

Using the scaling law, the expected gain in reach on ! for 5 ab!1 and a 5 TeV (10 TeV) e+e!

collider would be 400–800 GeV (500–1000 GeV). This is a very exciting prospect, if for the ‘doomsday’

scenario where in some years from now only a light Higgs has been discovered, and no sign of other

new physics has been revealed by the LHC or a TeV-class LC. Indeed, if the Higgs particle is light,

i.e. below 150 GeV or so, then the SM cannot be stable up to the GUT or Planck scale, and a new

mechanism is needed to stabilize it, as shown in Fig. 6.23 [58]: only a narrow corridor of Higgs masses

around 180 GeV allow an extrapolation of the SM up to the Planck scale without introduction of any new

physics. For example, for a Higgs with a mass in the region of 115–120 GeV, the SM will hit a region

of electroweak unstable vacuum in the range of 100–1000 TeV. Hence, if the theoretical assessment of

Fig. 6.23 remains valid, and the bounds do not change significantly (which could happen following a

change in the top-quark mass from, e.g. new measurements at the Tevatron) and the Higgs is as light as

120 GeV, then the signature of new physics cannot escape precision measurements at CLIC.

Finally, we note that straightforward left–right asymmetry measurements in Møller scattering, as

observed in e!e! interactions, can be used as sensitive probes of new physics effects due to, say, the
existence of higher-mass Z " bosons, doubly-charged scalars (which might belong to an extended Higgs
sector), or the presence of extra dimensions [59]. The running of sin2 !W with Q2 can be measured over

a large parameter range to probe for such novel effects, in a single experiment. The added energy reach

of CLIC will be of major importance for the sensitivity of such studies. As an example: assuming 90%

polarized beams at a CLIC energy of 3 TeV, e!e! interactions will be sensitive to interference effects
up to a compositeness scale of ! 460 TeV, far outdistancing the Bhabha scattering sensitivity even if the
electron (but not the positron) is polarized. For the same integrated luminosity, the sensitivity to ! is

about a factor 1.6 larger in e!e! scattering, compared with e+e! scattering.
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• How many dimensions?

• Which interactions (other than gravity) 
extend into the extra dimensions?

• At what scale does gravity become a strong 
interaction?

• What happens above that scale?

• ... 

Extra Dimensions

    Theoretical issues 
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Fig. 6.4: Left: KK graviton excitations in the RS model produced in the process e+e! → µ+µ!. From the most narrow to

widest resonances, the curves are for 0.01 < c < 0.2. Right: Decay-angle distribution of the muons from G3 (3200 GeV)

→ µµ.

The resonance spectrum was chosen such that the first resonance G1 has a mass around 1.2 TeV,

just outside the reach of a TeV-class LC, and consequently the mass of the third resonance G3 will be

around 3.2 TeV, as shown in Fig. 6.4. The
!

s energy for the e+e! collisions of CLIC was taken to be
3.2 TeV in this study. Mainly the muon and photon decay modes of the graviton have been studied. The

events used to reconstruct the G3 resonance signal were selected via either two muons or two !’s with
E > 1200 GeV and | cos "| < 0.97. The background from overlaid two-photon events — on average

four events per bunch crossing — is typically important only for angles below 120 mrad, i.e. outside the

signal search region considered.

First we study the precision with which one can measure the shape, i.e. the c and M parameters,

of the observed new resonance. A scan similar to that of the Z at LEP was made for an integrated

luminosity of 1 ab!1. The precision with which the cross sections are measured allows one to determine

c to 0.2% andM to better than 0.1%.

Next we determine some key properties of the new resonance: the spin and the branching ratios.

The graviton is a spin-2 object, and Fig. 6.4 shows the decay angle of the fermions G " µµ for the G3

graviton, obtained using PYTHIA/SIMDET for 1 ab!1 of data, including the CLICmachine background.

The typical spin-2 structure of the decay angle of the resonance is clearly visible.

For gravitons as proposed in [7, 9] one expects BR(G " !!)/BR(G " µµ) = 2. With the
present SIMDET simulation we get efficiencies in the mass peak (± 200 GeV) of 84% and 97% for

detecting the muon and photon decay modes, respectively. With cross sections of O(1 pb), #!! and #µµ

can be determined to better than a per cent. Hence the ratio BR(G " !!)/BR(G " µµ) can be
determined to an accuracy of 1% or better.

Finally, if the centre-of-mass energy of the collider is large enough to produce the first three

resonance states, one has the intriguing possibility to measure the graviton self-coupling via the G3 "
G1G1 decay [9]. The dominant decay mode will beG1 " gg or qq̄ giving a two-jet topology. Figure 6.5
shows the resulting spectacular event signature of four jets of about 500 GeV each in the detector (no

background is overlaid). These jets can be used to reconstruct G1. Figure 6.5 shows the reconstructed

G1 invariant mass. The histogram does not include the background, while the dots include 10 bunch

crossings of background overlaid on the signal events. Hence the mass of G1 can be well reconstructed

and is not significantly distorted by the !! background.
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LHC discovery - Detailed study at 
muon collider 

• A variety of models - nonrenormalizable 
effective theories at low energies.

• Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos, Dvali model:

‣ effective contact interaction ∝ 

• Randall-Sundrum model: warped extra 
dimensions
‣ two parameters:                     

‣ mass scale ∝ first KK mode;           
‣ width ∝ 5D curvature / effective 4D 

Planck scale.

µ+µ! ! e+e!

!
T µ!Tµ!

M4
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Narrow States
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39. Cross-section formulae for specific processes 1

39. CROSS-SECTION FORMULAE
FOR SPECIFIC PROCESSES

Revised September 2005 by R.N. Cahn (LBNL).

Setting aside leptoproduction (for which, see Sec. 16), the cross sections of primary
interest are those with light incident particles, e+e!, !!, qq, gq , gg, etc., where g and
q represent gluons and light quarks. The produced particles include both light particles
and heavy ones - t, W , Z, and the Higgs boson H. We provide the production cross
sections calculated within the Standard Model for several such processes.

39.1. Resonance Formation

Resonant cross sections are generally described by the Breit-Wigner formula (Sec. 16
of this Review).

"(E) =
2J + 1

(2S1 + 1)(2S2 + 1)
4#

k2

!
!2/4

(E ! E0)2 + !2/4

"
BinBout, (39.1)

where E is the c.m. energy, J is the spin of the resonance, and the number of polarization
states of the two incident particles are 2S1 + 1 and 2S2 + 2. The c.m. momentum in
the initial state is k, E0 is the c.m. energy at the resonance, and ! is the full width at
half maximum height of the resonance. The branching fraction for the resonance into
the initial-state channel is Bin and into the final-state channel is Bout. For a narrow
resonance, the factor in square brackets may be replaced by #!$(E ! E0)/2.

39.2. Production of light particles

The production of point-like, spin-1/2 fermions in e+e! annihilation through a virtual
photon, e+e! " !" " ff , at c.m. energy squared s is given by

d"

d%
= Nc

&2

4s
'
#
1 + cos2 ( + (1 ! '2) sin2 (

$
Q2

f , (39.2)

where ' is v/c for the produced fermions in the c.m., ( is the c.m. scattering angle, and
Qf is the charge of the fermion. The factor Nc is 1 for charged leptons and 3 for quarks.
In the ultrarelativistic limit, ' " 1,

" = NcQ
2
f
4#&2

3s
= NcQ

2
f

86.8 nb

s(GeV2)2
. (39.3)

The cross section for the annihilation of a qq pair into a distinct pair q#q# through
a gluon is completely analogous up to color factors, with the replacement & " &s.
Treating all quarks as massless, averaging over the colors of the initial quarks and defining
t = !s sin2((/2), u = !s cos2((/2), one finds [1]

d"

d%
(qq " q#q#) =

&2

9s

t2 + u2

s2 . (39.4)

Crossing symmetry gives

CITATION: W.-M. Yao et al., Journal of Physics G 33, 1 (2006)

available on the PDG WWW pages (URL: http://pdg.lbl.gov/) July 14, 2006 10:37

1!
2!"

exp ("(E " E0)2

2"2
)

State BR(µ+µ!) !/M

!(1.019) 2.9! 10!4 3.98! 10!3

J/"(3.097) 5.9! 10!2 3.02! 10!5

"(9.460) 2.5! 10!2 5.71! 10!6

Z0(91.19) 3.4! 10!2 2.74! 10!2

h0(115) 2.5! 10!4 2.78! 10!5

Narrow resonances in lepton colliders: 
vital role in precision studies

Kaons CP V

1D- D±,0  3S - D, D*;  2D - Ds

4S - B factory,  tau, charm

precision tests - SM

Higgs couplings - EWIF

Universal behavior 

! Rpeak = (2J + 1)3
B(µ+µ!)B(visible)

!2
EMbeam spread 

! !Ecm/Ecm = 2 ln(2)!
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Assuming ∆Ecm/Ecm= 0.01%

• Likely candidates:

• scalars: h, H0, A0,...

• gauge bosons:  Z’

• new dynamics:         
bound states

• ED: KK modes
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Outlook and Opportunities

The physics potential for a lepton collider at  √s ~ 3 TeV and 
integrated luminosity ~1 ab-1/yr  is outstanding.

Narrow s-channel states played an important role in past 
lepton colliders.  If such states exist in the multi-TeV region, 
they will play a similar role in precision studies for new 
physics.

A detailed study of physics case for multi-TeV lepton 
colliders is needed:  

• Must be able to withstand the real physics environment 
after ten years of running at the LHC.

• Dependence on initial beam [electron/muon, polarization 
and beam energy spread] as well as luminosity should be 
considered.
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